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AbstractThe last two decades, marked by financial instability, economic crises, the bankruptcy ofworldwide renowned companies, stock exchange speculations, financial scandals and lack oftrust in capital markets, have lead to an economic downfall and have brought back into light theanalysis of the responsible factors. Of these, financial fraud is a significant element regarded asa disastrous phenomenon difficult to pin under safe touchlines. Therefore, the identification ofthe determining factors of fraud is nowadays an important desideratum at an internationallevel for the prevention and elimination of these events beyond the psychological approaches.This study aims to identify the main financial components of fraud in order to obtain scoreclassification functions, as well as to determine the probability of occurrence of the risk of fraudstarting from a series of consecrated economical-financial indicators by using advancedstatistical methods of data analysis. The research objectives and the validation of the workhypotheses have been achieved based on the study of 65 frauded and unfrauded companies,quoted on the main financial markets in the world. In order to obtain the research results, thedata have been processed with SPSS 19.0.
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IntroductionStarting from the first forms ofmanifestation of the fraud mentioned byBeattie (2011) in his work (the firstfraudulent act was recorded over 2300years ago and was committed by a Greekmerchant named Hegestratos) andcontinuing with a series of historicalbenchmarks concerning the great financialscandals presented by Singleton et al.(2010) (Manhattan 1626, South Sea Bubble1717-1720, Meyer versus Sfeton 1817,Charles Ponzi and U.S. Postal Service 1920,Samuel Insull 1920-1929, Kreuger & Toll1929, Securities Exchange Act 1934,Watergate 1970, Enron – WorldCom-Arthur Andersen 2000-2002, BernardMadoff and Lehman Brothers 2008), a

problem has been posed to identify thedetermining factors as well as thedevelopment, prevention, and detectionmechanisms of financial fraud.Gallet (2010) presents in his work a seriesof attempts to identify the dimensions anddetermining factors of fraud by listing thestudies of renowned experts in the field(Donald Cressey 1919-1987, Dr. SteveAlbrecht 1980, Richard C. Hollinger – JohnP. Clark 1983 and Joseph T. Wells). Allthese approaches are however moreoriented towards the behavior of theperson who commits the fraud (attitude,reasoning, pressures, the workenvironment, personality) and less towardsthe identification and description offinancial behaviors specific to frauded
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companies. The appearance of European orAmerican auditing standards (ISA –
International Standards on Auditing issuedby IFAC – International Federation of
Accountants and USGAAS – United States
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards thatcontain the SAS – Statements on Auditing
Standards issued by AICPA – American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants)brings into light a new approach offinancial fraud and classifies it into fraudson assets (misappropriation of assets) andfrauds on the accounting statements, thuspointing out two financial dimensions offraud. A third component characterizescorruption and belongs to the ACFE (theAssociation of Certified Fraud Examiners),contributing to completing the approachesand interpretations provided by ISA orUSGAAS.This study aims to perform an empiricalanalysis of the problem of identifying thecomponents and dimensions of financialfraud. The positivist approach resorts to aquantitative analysis by using advancedstatistical methods (the principalcomponents analysis, the discriminantanalysis, and the logistic regressionanalysis) in order to validate the workhypotheses and to obtain the researchresults.
Conceptual Approaches of Financial
FraudBased on auditing standards, ISA 240 (The
Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud
in an Audit of Financial Statements) definesfraud as an intentional act performed byone or several managing individuals, uponpersons responsible for governance,employees, or third parties, involving theuse of deceit in order to obtain an unfair orillegal advantage (IFAC, 2009). Moreover,SAS 99 (Consideration of Fraud in a
Financial Statement Audit) brings a seriesof explanations concerning the distinctionbetween fraud and error from theperspective of the intention of the personwho commits it, in order to steal assets orto resort to fraudulent financial reporting(Bragg, 2010). It is important to mentionthat the definition provided by the auditingstandards is completed by yet another

dimension that refers to corruption actions,mentioned by ACFE so that the schemas ofmanifestation of financial fraud also followconflicts of interests, giving and receivingundeserved benefits (Singleton et al.,2010).In what concerns the determining factors,Cressey’s study (1953) brings anotherperspective on the triggers of fraud, bypresenting a fraud triangle, determined bythe opportunities that lie at the basis ofcommitting these acts, the pressures or
motivating factors that have determinedtheir occurrence, as well as the reasoningand attitude of the person committing thefraud. Gallet (2010) sees these
opportunities as coming from those whoknow the detailed knowledge of thecompany environment, of the informationsystem, and of the control mechanisms, andwho has a series of technical skills. The
pressures that lead to the appearance offraud come from the direction ofempowering persons who cannot provetheir ability to efficiently manage essentialfields/systems in the company (forexample: bank accounts, cash and cashequivalents), from a series of personalfailures, from mistaking the company’swealth for the personal wealth, from thephysical and psychological isolation of theperson who commits the fraud, from thedesire to improve their personal status byresorting to such actions, as well as fromthe relationships between employee andemployer when the employees considerthat they are not sufficiently remuneratedin compensation to their effort (Gallet,2010). Last but not least, the factor relatedto attitude or reasoning concerns theindividualist behavior of the fraudcommitter (characterized by the term ofindependent businessman, and whoconsiders that the company belongs tothem) as well as the justification of theiractions (misappropriation in order to coverother illicit actions or isolated short-termmisappropriations justified by the fact thatthe committer will never be caught) (Gallet,2010).In order to prevent, detect, and investigatefraud, it is necessary to know andunderstand the development mechanisms
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of the various fraud schemes. A series ofdichotomist classifications performed bySingleton et al. (2010) present fraud asintentional and malicious activitiesperformed on customers or investors, of a
civil or criminal nature, on or for the
company, from within it or from outside, by
managers or non-managers.Of the category of fraud committed bymanagers, financial statement frauds causethe highest amount of losses at thecompany level and aim to distort thefinancial truth in order to obtain certainadvantages or to hide the possible losses ornegative performance (Rezaee et al., 2010).The main schemes that follow fraud onfinancial statements concern theinappropriate acknowledgement of income,the over-evaluation of assets, the under-evaluation of expenses and debts,misappropriation of assets, andinappropriate reporting (Rezaee at al.,2010).At the ACFE level, we can all remember theclassification of fraud into a fraud treeincluding three main categories: fraudulent
statement, asset misappropriation and
corruption. Fraudulent statement fraudconcerns financial and non-financialstatements (internal documents), assetmisappropriation refers to fraudcommitted on cash or cash equivalents aswell as on stocks or goods, such asinventory items, and corruption isclassified into: Conflicts of interest, Bribery,
Illegal gratuities and Economic extortion(Singleton et al., 2006).
From Financial Auditing to Fraud
AuditingAccording to ISA 240 (IFAC, 2009), themain objective of the financial auditor is toexpress an objective, professional, andindependent opinion concerning thefinancial statements, and not toidentify/detect financial fraud. However,the standard states that, during theirmission, the auditor must also ensure thefact that the risk of fraud (the presence ofillegal actions) will not significantlyinfluence their opinion and implicitly thequality of their mission (IFAC 2009). But

the need to prevent, detect, and fightfinancial fraud has been compensated bythe appearance of legislative acts, amongwhich the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 (SOX)that imposes the organization of anauditing committee at the company levelsubject to auditing, establishing andpromoting a code of ethics, ensuring andimplementing a functional internal controlsystem, organizing and institutionalizinginternal audit (Silverstone et al. 2005).At the profession level, a series of suchmutations has also occurred, so thatrecently we can speak of the presence of
fraud auditors, members of ACFE, who aimto create an environment that wouldencourage the detection, prevention, andcorrection of fraudulent actions (Singleton
et al., 2010). Besides knowing andunderstanding legal texts concerning thefight against economic criminal actions, the
fraud auditor needs a series of knowledgeand abilities related to: the main fraudschemes, the triggering factors, and theprofiles of those who commit such acts,corresponding red flags, obtained throughfinancial analysis, accounting and auditingstandards, the way of implementing anefficient control system, and informationsystems.Fraud detection and the recognition of itsmanifestations imply the acquisition offlags that would help the auditor obtain thebest answers regarding the presence orabsence of financial fraud. These signalelements are called red flags and can befinancial or non-financial, and the methodsthrough which they are obtained vary fromsimple questionnaires to complex analysesof the financial statements. Theseindicators can be structural red flags andconcern a series of indicators related to thehierarchy of the responsibilities within thecompany, or can be a characteristic of the
personnel red flags and concern themonitoring and evaluation of theemployees, operational red flags, whichidentify those elements that signal fraudassociated with the operational activity,
accounting system red flags that concernthe internal control system and signalingthe unbalances in the accountingstatements. Others are financial
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performance red flags and identifying theunrealistic or distorted results or
professional service red flags, which identifythe causes that have determined replacingan auditor, a consultant or expert in theaccounting field (Coenen, 2009).Once these red flags have been identified, itis possible to formulate and implement aseries of fraud prevention and detectionprograms. Therefore, the development ofan appropriate prevention environmentwithin the audited company, characterizedby the adoption of the good practices ofcorporate governance (the existence of acode of ethics and setting realistic strategicobjectives at the company level), complyingwith the fraud detection mechanisms(continuous monitoring, unexpectedauditing missions, punishing the guilty)and deploying the best prevention methods(background checks, regular auditingmissions, interval verifications)significantly contribute to reducing thesecriminal acts (Singleton et al., 2010).In what concerns the financial frauddetection mechanisms, they must take intoaccount: the weaknesses present within thegovernance program adopted by theaudited companies, the lack of an auditingcommittee or its inefficiency, theinappropriate performance of intervalchecks, unrealistic forecasts of themanagers concerning future financialresults, the accumulation of strategicdecisions in the hands of a single person orof a limited group that is difficult to control,the aggressive attitude of managers in thefinancial communication, unusual resultsrecorded by the company, disproportionatein comparison with the average of theoperational field to which it belongs, theexistence of unusual transactions and, lastbut not least, the analysis of the causes thathave lead to the possible conflicts with theauditors (Rezaee at al., 2010). Moreover,according to certain fraud schemes, thedetection mechanisms can become morespecific and certain tests can be detailed inorder to obtain proofs that will indicate thepresence or absence of fraud.In the case of fraud auditing, Gallet (2010)suggests an entire approach, structured in

the following stages, combined in an anti-fraud program: reuniting the project team,establishing an anti-fraud policy,identifying and evaluating risks(establishing possible targets that may besubject to fraud, identifying threats,suggesting scenarios concerning theoccurrence of fraud, testing and evaluatingthese scenarios), integrating theprevention and detection devices,developing a monitoring process (thecontinuous verification of the manner inwhich the program works, periodicallyretesting the scenarios, analyzing thedisfunctions of the program), and theterminus of the mission aims at obtaining adiagnosis concerning the presence of therisk of fraud.
Research MethodologyThe purpose of the present study is toidentify the main financial factors thatdetermine fraud in a company, having aparticularly important role in theprevention and detection of these actions.Moreover, starting from the current level ofknowledge presented in specializedliterature, a series of work hypotheses willgain support and will be validated throughthe empiric results obtain and that, using adeductive-inductive reasoning will helpreaching the research objectives. Thepositivist approach implies usingquantitative methods of data analysis at thelevel of the studied sample (Smith, 2003).
The Current Knowledge Level: isrepresented by the research in the fieldthat has been concerned, among otherthings, with the history of fraud, in thestudy of Lenard et al. (2008), and the roleof the accounting profession (in a broadsense: accounting experts, financialanalysis, auditors and fraud auditors) infraud prevention and detection in thestudies of Bernardi (2009) andJayalakshmy et al. (2005). At the same time,a collection of papers has been concernedwith the analysis of the main methods offraud prevention and detection, in thestudies performed by Bierstaker et al.,(2006) and Wang et al. (2009). Aparticularly important part in thedevelopment of the research in the field
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has been played by the studies orientedtowards the analytical procedures and onthe financial impact in signaling fraud, andthe paper of Kaminski et al. (2004) isilluminating in this respect. The analysis ofthe risk of fraud has made the object ofseveral studies detailed among others inthe article suggested by Payne et al. (2005).We can also mention a series of materialson famous international frauds, dealt within the work of Barlaup et al. (2009), Vinten(2008).
The Work Hypotheses: have beenformulated starting from the definition offraud, according to ISA 240 and SAS 99, aswell as from the financial nature of the redflags used in signaling financial fraud.Therefore, we aim to test and validate thefollowing formulated work hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1: A series of economical-financial indicators (consecratedfinancial ratios) suggested for analysiscan be synthesized into two latentvariables (components, factors), thatexplain to a significant degree theoccurrence of financial fraud. Thus, weaim to identify these influencing factors.
• Hypothesis 2: To predictive purposes, itis possible to obtain score functions thatwould classify companies into fraudedand unfrauded, based on the identifiedcomponents/factors, in order todetermine the existence of the risk offraud. Thus, we aim to determine thecoefficients of these functions.
• Hypothesis 3: Based on thecomponents/factors identified, it ispossible to obtain a function fordetermining the probability ofoccurrence of fraud in the analyzedsample for predictive purposes. Thus, weaim to estimate the coefficients of thisfunction of determining the probabilityof occurrence of the risk of fraud.
The Data Analysis Methods: used in thestudy are specific to financial analysis (theratios technique) as well as to statistics.Therefore, in order to obtain financialratios, the financial statements of thecompanies in the studied sample have been

analyzed, and the main statistical methodsof data analysis used are the principal
components analysis - PCA, the discriminant
analysis - DA and the logistic regression
analysis - LRA.
The principal components analysis (PCA) isa multi-varied descriptive methodintroduced for the first time by KarlPearson in 1901 and integrated in 1933 byHarold Hotelling in mathematical statistics.The practical usage of this method is recentdue to the current information tools(Lebart et al., 2006). The main purpose ofthis method is to summarize the analyzeddata as much as possible, with minimumlosses, in order to facilitate theinterpretation of a large number of initialdata, as well as to give an exact meaning ofthe synthesized data. The basic principle ofthis method consists in reducing thenumber of analyzed variables (Larouse,2006). PCA allows reducing complexdatabases (that contain a large number ofvariables), by replacing them with 2-3latent variables, eliminating collinearityand at the same time facilitating analysis.Considering a multitude of initial variables,
Xi (i=1...n), the new variables aredetermined (factors or components),having the form:
Cj (j=1...m), where Cj = bj1X1 + bj2X2 + ... +
bjnXn, and m≤n .In PCA, the principal componentsdetermined through the linear combinationof the initial variables are independentfrom one another.The hypothesis of the independence of theprincipal components can be validatedthrough several tests, among which: the
test statistics χ2 (to test the existence of aconnection between the variables) and
KMO statistics (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin, todetermine the intensity of this connection).
KMO statistics can take values in theinterval [0,1]. KMO values under thethreshold of 0.5 indicate insignificantconnections, values between 0.5 and 0.6indicate the existence of mediumconnections, values between 0.6 and 0.7indicate connections of an acceptableintensity, values between 0.7 and 0.8
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indicate the existence of good connections,
KMO values higher than the threshold of0.8 indicate the presence of very goodconnections, and values over 0.9 indicatethat the solution obtained after applyingPCA is excellent (Lebart et al., 2006). Theestimation of the components can beachieved using a statistic software. Thecorrelations between the initial variablesand the principal components can begraphically represented using the“correlation circle”. The principalcomponents are represented on thefactorial axes, graded from -1 to +1. Zeroshows that there is no connection. Theinitial variables are represented incoordinate points defined by thecorrelation coefficients between the initialvariables and the principal components.
The discriminant analysis (DA) is a multi-varied classification method that aims toclassify a population into predefinedgroups. This classification is based on scorefunctions (Z) that express the relationsbetween the numeric or nominal variables,
Xi, specific to the studied population, andthe categories of classification variables.This method was initially suggested byFisher in 1936, in order to differentiatebetween individuals belonging to the samespecies, according to a series of specificcharacteristics. In practice, DA is very oftenused, being also known as the credit-scoremethod or the Forecast method of the risk of
bankruptcy (the Altman model, the Conanmodel). The DA method concerns theestimation of the relation between acategory dependent variable (dichotomicor multi-chotomic) and linearcombinations of several metricindependent variables, having the form:
Z = α0 + α1X1 + α2X2 + ... + αnXn,where Z is the score associated to eachindividual: Xi with (i=1,...,n) are theindependent variables and αi are thecoefficients of the model (unknown). In theopinion of Lebart et al. (2006), theapproach of the discriminant analysispresupposes: building the discriminant

functions (resulted from the linearcombination of the independent variablesthat will discriminate the categories of thedependent variable), establishing theindependent variables that contribute themost to explaining the differences betweenthe groups, classifying the cases byassigning them to a specific group (topredictive purposes, starting from thevalues of the independent variables of eachindividual replaced in the score functions)and evaluating the accuracy of theclassification.In order to determine the probability ofoccurrence of the risk of fraud, the logistic
regression analysis (LRA) will be applied. Ituses regression models with dependentalternative variables, of the form:
Y = β0 + β1C1 + β2C2 + ε,where Y = 0 in case there is no risk of fraudand Y = 1 in case this risk exists, and Cirepresents the independent variables(factors/components identified throughPCA), βi the coefficients of the logisticregression model, with i = 1;2 and ε is theerror component. Moreover, since Y is aBernoulli variable (Gujarati, 2004) itassociates to the values one and zero thefollowing probabilities of occurrence: p for
Y = 1 and q for Y = 0. LRA starts from theidea that the conditioned average, M (Yi/Ci)
= pi is based on a logistic distribution:
M(Yi/Ci) = pfraud = 1/[1+e^-(β0+βiCi)] =
1/(1+e^-zi).After applying the reverse function, therewill be a result that zi = ln[pi/(1-pi)], and thelogistic model will be defined by therelation Li = ln[pfraud/(1-pfraud)] = β0+β1C1+
β2C2 + εi (Gujarati, 2004).
Analyzed Variables: in the present study,we have suggested for analysis a series ofindependent variables (financial ratios thatdescribe both the structure of the companyassets and the level of the recordedperformance care), synthesized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Independent Variables Used in the Study

Analyzed variable Meaning Computing method
X1 = Commercial
profitability ratio (net
margin ratio)

Profitability of the sales of thecompany Net result/Turnover(Rnet/TO)
X2 = Intangible assets
ratio

The degree of investment of thecompany’s capital Intangible assets/Totalassets (Ai/At)
X3 = General liquidity
ratio

The degree to which the debt to bepaid within a year can be fundedfrom the current assets (potentialliquidity)
Current assets/Currentliabilities(Ac/LC)

X4 = Current assets
ratio

Elasticity of the company to themarket requirements Current assets/Total assets(Ac/At)
X5 = Economic
profitability ratio

Profitability of the total capitalemployed in the company’s activity Net result/Total assets(Rnet/At)
X6 = Turnover ratio of
the total assets in the
sales figure

Intensity (efficiency) of the usage ofthe total assets in the turnover effect Sales figures/Total assets(SF/At)
X7 = Term
indebtedness ratio

The degree to which the non-currentliabilities participate in forming thetotal funding resources of thecompany
Non-currentliabilities/Total assets(LNc/At)

X8 = Global financial
autonomy ratio

The weight of the company’s ownresources in the total financialresources at its disposal Own capital/Total liabilities(Cown/Lt)
X9 = Free cash flow
from total cash The relative variance of the net cash Free cash flow/Cash(FCF/Cash)
X10 = Global
indebtedness ratio

The degree of dependence of thecompany on financial resources fromthird parties (insolvency risk) Total liabilities/Own capital(Lt/Cown)
X11 = Financial
profitability ratio

Profitability of the own (risk) capitalinvolved in the global activity of thecompany Net result/Own capital(Rnet/Cown)
Target Population and Sample: the targetpopulation is represented by companiesquoted in the New York Stock Exchange(NYSE), NASDAQ, the London StockExchange (LSE), the Paris Stock Exchange,and the Milan Stock Exchange. The selectedsample includes 30 frauded companies

(famous cases at the international level,between 1998 and 2008) and 35 unfraudedcompanies (in 2008 they were in the top ofthe most profitable companies worldwide).The structure of the analyzed sampleaccording to the operational field isillustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig 1. Structure of the Analyzed Sample into Activity Fields

Data Collection: the data have beencollected from the financial statements ofthe analyzed companies presented on theWeb sites of the Stock Exchangesmentioned above. Therefore, for thefrauded companies, the financialstatements corresponding to the fiscal yearin which the fraud was discovered andreported have been analyzed, and for theunfrauded companies, the financialstatements for the fiscal year 2008. Thedata was processed using the SPSS 19.0statistic software.

Research Results and DiscussionsThe application of PCA on the 11 variablesinitially introduced into the analysis (Xi, i =1,..., 11) has lead to the identification andestimation of the principal componentsthat determine the occurrence of fraud, forthe analyzed sample. For choosing thenumber of factorial axes and componentswill take account of the correspondingEigenvalues higher than one (Kaiser's
criterion, 1960). According to Figure 2, afteranalyzing, the data will choose two maincomponents.

Fig 2. Graphical Representation of the Eigenvalues for the Two Selected Components
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Based on information obtained from thediagram shown in the figure above, we canestimate that the variance explained by thetwo components identified, combined, is76.624% of the total variance of the cloudpoints (the graphical representation of thevalues of variables analyzed). The diagram

obtained in SPSS 19.0 (Figure 3) plots thetwo main components and their influenceon each variable. The graphicalrepresentation of the components ispossible only in case their number is higherthan or equal to two.

Fig 3. Contribution of the Initial Variables to Obtaining the Principal ComponentsFor the analyzed sample, we can notice theexistence of two main financial-accountingcomponents that determine the occurrenceof financial fraud. The first component issignificantly influenced by the level of X2 =
(Ai/At), X3 = (Ac/Lc) and X4 = (Ac/At).These indicators characterize the structureof the assets as well as the manner in whichthe current assets will manage to cover theshort-term debts (reducing the insolvencyrisk), and the name we will give to thenewly obtained latent variable will be the
Assets structure component (ASC). Thesecond component is significantlyinfluenced by the indicators X9 =

(FCF/Cash) and X11 = (Rnet/Cown) thatdescribe the economic-financial resultsobtained by the company, and the newlyobtained latent variable characterizes the
Financial reporting component (FRC). Thiscomponent explains the occurrence offraud through financial statements thatfollow to distort and hide the truth infinancial statements. Influence of variableson each principal components extracted ispresented in Table 2. Values close to +/- 1of the values of components matrix indicatea strong positive or negative influence, andvalues tend to zero indicate the absence ofany connection.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics and Component Matrix

Statistics Components
Matrix Component Score Coefficient Matrix

Mean St.Dev. ASC FRC ASC FRCX2 63.63 17.13 -0.968 0.009 -0.396 -0.043X3 127.23 55.89 0.752 -0.109 0.302 -0.043X4 36.37 17.13 0.968 -0.009 0.396 0.043X9 182.95 468.34 -0.144 0.805 -0.018 0.587X11 12.75 17.03 0.054 0.840 0.065 0.623
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The value of the test statistics used to testthe independence of the components, KMO,is 0.593, indicating the existence of asignificant connection between the initialvariables that have been included in thestructure of the principal components

resulted, according to data presented in
Table 3. The results indicate that theassumption of the independence ofvariables is acceptable for a Sig. = 0.000lower than the significance level of 0.05.

Table 3: KMO Statistics and Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adeqacy

0.593

Bartlett’s Test ofSpericity Approx. Chi-Square 1128.961Df 10Sig. 0.000Therefore, we can say that the dimensions(factors) that determine fraud significantlyexplain the occurrence and manifestationof this phenomenon, from an accountingperspective.Based on the information obtained from
Table 2, section Component Score
Coefficient Matrix, components can bedetermined as a linear combination offinancial indicators introduced into theanalysis. Thus, after applying the PCA, wewill get two equations for the twocomponents:
ASC = -0.396X2 +0.302X3 +0.396X4 -
0.018X9 +0.065X11, and FRC = -0.043X2 -
0.043X3 +0.043X4 +0.587X9 +0.623X11.Moreover, we can notice that at the ASClevel, the relation between the value of thefloating assets and that of the intangibleassets is inversely proportional in what

concerns their influence on the obtainedcomponent. We can draw the conclusionthat the presence of liquidity predisposesthe company to the occurrence of fraudsbecause of the ease with which they can bemisappropriated, compared to the case ofintangible assets (their misappropriation ismuch more difficult to achieve and is morerelated to reporting, through theoverestimation of amortizations).Based on the principal componentsobtained using PCA (ASC and FRC), we willestimate the coefficients of the scorefunction by introducing them intodiscriminant analysis, using as aclassification criterion of the presence orabsence of financial fraud for the studiedcases in the selected sample. The mainadvantage of the discriminating functionsconsists in subsequent classifications ofcompanies that are not included in theworking sample, to predictive purposes.
Table 4: Classification Function Coefficients

Variable Score Function
Frauded UnfraudedASC 0.344 -0.295FRC 0.949 0.814Cst. -1.021 -0.934The rule for using these classificationfunctions is the following: to be within eachfunction resulted from the linearcombination of the products between theanalyzed variables and the associatedcoefficients, to be according to the resultspresented in Table 4, replacing them withthe values of the indicators extracted from

the financial statements of an unclassifiedcompany, we will obtain two sets of scores.The two scores (for the functioncorresponding to the frauded companiesand that for the unfrauded companies) willbe compared with one another, and themaximum value of the score correspondingto a function will also dictate the belonging
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to the respective classification group(existence of fraud or non-existence of thisrisk). At an empirical level, the twoclassification functions will be presentedas:
Scorefrauded = 0.344ASC -0.949FRC -1.021and Scoreunfrauded = -0.295ASC +0.814FRC
-0.934.Moreover, the value of the coefficients inthe model also signals the importance of acomponent in making the discrimination.The module values of the associatedcoefficients indicate the importance of acomponent in making the discrimination.Moreover, we can notice that the CFR factor

is determining in indicating the occurrenceof financial fraud. The reverse relationbetween the two components (given by thesign of the coefficients in the model)indicates that a company subject to the riskof fraud cannot simultaneously present thetwo fraud types mentioned.In case of using LRA, the results obtained inSPSS aim to estimate the parameters of thefunction for determining the probability ofoccurrence of the risk of fraud for acompany, according to the scores of thefraud components, of a financial-accounting nature (ASC and FRC). Theresults of LRA are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Probability Function Coefficients

Coefficient S.E. Sig. Exp(Coefficient)ASC 1.512 0.466 0.001 4.536FRC -3.855 0.938 0.000 0.021Cst. -1.063 0.506 0.036 0.346
The resulting model will have the nextform:
ln[pfrauded/(1-pfrauded)] = -1.063 +1.512ASC
-3.855FRC.Since the interpretation of this equation israther difficult to achieve (the increase of
ASC by one unit will trigger an increase inthe logarithm applied to the ratio of theopportunities between the two states by1.512), we will use the exponential value ofthese coefficients. Therefore, an increase of
ASC by one unit (determined by theinfluence of the financial indicatorsconsidered in PCA) will determine a ratiobetween the cases of companies thatpresent the risk of fraud and the companiesthat do not present this risk of 4.536 =exp(1.512). In the case of FRC, the increaseby one unit of this component, determinedby the influence of the financial indicatorsconsidered in PCA, will determine a ratiobetween the cases of companies thatpresent the risk of fraud and the companiesthat do not present this risk of 0.021 =exp(-3.855). In this respect, we can notice

that the variances of the values of ASC aremuch more sensitive in what concerns theprobability of occurrence of fraud(misappropriation/disappearance of asingle item may indicate the presence offraud), compared to the variations of FRC(where the distorted presentation ofspecific information in the accountingstatements can be considered either ascaused by fraud or by recording errors).The accuracy of each component in termsof identifying financial fraud is shown in
Table 6. Thus, ASC has an accuracy of74.3% regarding the identification ofunfrauded companies and of only 43.3% inidentifying frauded companies (a lowdegree). According to the obtained results,we can conclude that this component is aperfect indicator in monitoring thefunctionality of the company’s activity incase the presence of the risk of fraud is notsignaled. In the case of FRC, we can noticethat the accuracy of the component in whatconcerns the identification of theunfrauded companies is 80% and 90% inidentifying the cases subject to fraud.
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Table 6: The Probabilities of Components in Identifying Fraud

Unfrauded Frauded Percentage(%) Component

Unfrauded 26 9 74.3 ASC28 7 80.0 FRC
Fraudate 17 13 43.3 ASC3 27 90.0 FRC
Overall
Percentage (%)

- - 60.0 ASC- - 84.6 FRC
Comparing these two component, we candraw the conclusion that by using thefinancial indicators that significantlyinfluence FRC (the ratios based on resultand cash flows), as auditing procedures inthe identification and proving the existenceof financial fraud must come before theratios that describe the structure anddestination of the resources (intangible orcurrent). According to research results, thefinancial ratios obtained on the basis ofprofits and cash flows are particularlyimportant in financial fraud signaling.Regarding the nature of fraud, the ratiosthat significantly influence the FRCcomponent would indicate, withpredilection, the reporting fraud, and theratios that significantly influence the ASCcomponent would signal the presence ofassets fraud (embezzlement).
ConclusionsThe three work hypotheses suggested inthis study have been validated through theempirical results obtained, which has leadto the fulfillment of the research objectives.Therefore, we have identified the factorsthat determine fraud by synthesizing thetwo financial components that characterizethe misappropriation of assets andfraudulent statement, we have obtained thescore functions for classifying companiesinto frauded and unfrauded and we haveestimated the function parameters fordetermining the probability of occurrenceof the risk of fraud in a company, based onthe identified latent variables (ASC and
FRC).If the studies that supported this researchconsidered only the psychologicaldimensions that determine the occurrenceof the risk of fraud, the present researchhas attempted a completion of these

approaches. Therefore, we have stressedand quantified new financial dimensions offraud, internal to the company, correlatedto its position and financial performance.The usefulness of this study comes first ofall from the possibility to apply the currentwork methodology, as well as theclassification functions and those fordetermining the probability of occurrenceof fraud, as analytical procedures used toobtain auditing evidence, within financialor fraud auditing. On this basis, the auditorwill be able to make sure that the auditedcompany is not predisposed to the risk offraud, or that the presence of fraud will nothave any significant impact on the auditingopinion in the final report.Future development directions of the studyare aimed at enlarging the sample ofanalyzed companies, focusing on specificactivity objects, and determiningdimensions/components characteristic foreach individual sector, refining the dataanalysis methods and the work tool. Lastbut not least, according to the individualneeds and the economic context specific toeach company, the presented models canbe improved and individualized so as toprovide the best insurance possibleconcerning the presence or absence offraud in the company.The importance of this topic and of theresults comes from the promotion of awork methodology in order to determinethe dimensions of fraud and to evaluate itsassociated risk, which may support thesuccessful prevention and detection ofthese disastrous actions.
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